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The Black Death 

 arrived to Port of Messina via ship in October 1347 

1.spread through flea bites and rats 

 symptoms included 

1.high fever 

2.chills  

3.vomiting 

4.diarrhea 

5.delirium 

6.black boils oozing pus and blood 

7.death 

 over 20 million Europeans would die, 

accounting for one-third of Europe’s 

population at the time 

1.travelled from Port of Messina to: 

-Marseilles, France 

-Rome, Italy 

-Florence, Italy 

-Paris, France 

-Bordeaux, France 

-Lyon, France 

-London, England 

 many felt like God was punishing them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



100 Years’ War 

 1337 – 1453 

1.France v. England 

 origins 

1.Duchy of Guyenne – English owned, but French 

controlled; English wanted independent control 

2.English royal family claimed French crown in 

1337 

 French had bigger military, but English claimed 

several victories because of advanced military 

tactics and longbow 

 King John of France 

1.forced to accept Treaty of Calais in 1360 

-granted complete independence to Duchy of 

Guyenne (now     of France’s territory) his 

son, Charles V, won back most of the 

territory by 1380 

 Henry V of England 

1.conquered Normandy in 1418 

2.Treaty of Troyes (1420) – attempted to 

crown himself King of France 

-failed because the French didn’t want              

 him 

 Charles VII of France brought end of war 

1.reclaimed Duchy of Normandy and  

Guyenne 

-English finally realized they  

 couldn’t fight the huge French  

 military and backed off 

-no official peace treaty was ever  

 signed 

 

 



 

Renaissance (through 1450) 

 began in Florence, Italy 

1.spread because of Johann Gutenberg’s printing press and Medici family influence 

 marked by the grown of city-states 

1.there were 5 major competitive states 

- Milan 

- Venice 

- Florence 

- Papal States 

- Naples 

 Medici family was the ruling family in Florence 

1.bankers who encouraged the arts 

 brought changes in political, religious, and social realms 

 Francisco Petrarch 

1.Italian scholar, poet 

2.Father of Humanism – Renaissance practice that sought to teach grammar, rhetoric, 

history, poetry, and moral philosophy to the general public; reaction against the typical 

practice of preparing men for careers in medicine, law, or theology 

- Humanism=the scholarly study of Latin and Greek classics in the hope of reviving 

respected ancient norms and values 

- Humanism advocated studia humanitatis (liberal arts program embracing rhetoric, 

poetry, history, politics, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
1500s 

 

 

 

 

Featuring… 

Renaissance (late) 
-Italian 

-Northern 

Exploration 

 
 

 

 



Leonardo da Vinci: true Renaissance man 

Most famous painting: Mona Lisa 

 

Renaissance (Late) 

 Italian 

1.Florentine Academy: not a school but an informal gathering of influential 

Florentine humanists devoted to the revival of the works of Plato 

2.Civic Humanism: purpose of education was to promote individual virtue 

and public service 

3.Art 

- Giotto: 

father of 

Renaissance painting 

 

 

 

- Raphael: The School of Athens=the perfect example of the Renaissance technique 

- Michelangelo 

- His sculpture David 

- Painted the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican 

- Mannerism: artists express own feelings in contrast to proportion and symmetry 

4.Niccolo Machiavelli 

- Believed Italian political unity and independence were ends that justified any means 

- Wrote The Prince 

- Serves as a manual for a realistic ruler who must appear virtuous, wise, and 

courageous while also being ruthless and cunning 

5.Castiglione 

- Wrote Book of Courtier as a manual on how to win fame and influence among the rich 

and powerful 

 Northern 

1.Emphasis tended to be on Christian readings 

2.Erasmus 

- Princes of humanists 

- Praise of Folly poked fun at the clergy and its abuses in works 

- “laid the egg LUTHER hatched” 

3.Thomas More 



Prince Henry “the Navigator”: started Portuguese exploration and worldwide 

trading empire 

In 1492, Columbus sailed the Ocean Blue 

- Utopia described an imaginary society based on reason and tolerance 

 

 

Exploration 

 Early 

1.Bartholomew Dias: Sailed around the Cape of Good 

Hope (tip of Africa) 

2.Vasco de Gama: spices from India 

 

 

 America is named after Amerigo Vespucci 

 Ferdinand Magellan’s crew first to circumnavigate the globe 

 Aztecs 

1.Capital=Tenochtitlan 

2.Conquistador Hernan Cortes tried to convince Moctezuma II he sent by the god 

Quetzalcoatl but then basically just used force to take over the Aztecs even where 

Moctezuma had welcomed him in 

3.Spaniards were driven out once but returned to 

conquer the city 

4.Renamed the Aztec Empire to be called NEW SPAIN 

 Incas 

1.Francisco Pizarro “kidnapped” ruler Atahualpa while 

killing thousands in the process 

2.Atahualpa tried  to ransom himself for gold but Pizarro 

executed him anyway 

3.Spaniards then captured the capital Cuzco 

 Diseases, such as SMALLPOX, aided in the conquest of the Native Americans  

 Roman Catholic priests came with the conquerors to convert the natives and spread European 

learning and civilization 

1.Some priests even spoke out against the harsh conditions of the natives 

-the most effective was Bartolome de Las Casas 

 Main goal of the conquistadores (conquerors) was gold but were satisfied with silver 



1.Mother country (Spain) monopolized the colonies 

2.Forced labor was used to mine the gold and silver 

 Peninsulares: persons originally born in Spain 

 Creoles: persons of Spanish descent born in America 

 Black slavery was the final mode of forced labor in the New World, especially on sugar 

plantations 

1.Middle Passage: the way and system of bringing 

slaves across the Atlantic 

 Impact on Europe 

1.New spices and money circulation in the 

Americas brought inflation 

2.Europe brought diseases, new crops, and new 

agriculture to the Americas and vice versa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
1600s 

 

 

 

 

Featuring… 

30 Years’ War 

Scientific Revolution 

Witch Hunts 

 

 

 
 

 



Protestant nobility of Prague responded to this by throwing his regents 

out the window of the palace 

Became known as the “defenestration of Prague” 

 

 

 

30 Years’ War 

 Germany divided into about 360 entities that were allowed to govern themselves 

with its own tolls, tariffs, and money 

1.Religious conflict between Catholics and Protestants accentuated the 

divisions 

 Calvinism gained a foothold when Frederick III made it the official religion of 

his domain 

 Jesuits also became more prevalent in the Holy Roman Empire 

1.Duke of Bavaria, Maximilian I, organized a Catholic league to counter the Protestant 

alliance and fielded an army 

2.Set the stage for the Thirty Years’ War 

Bohemian Period 

 King Ferdinand of Bohemia revoked the freedoms of Protestants that had 

long been in place  

 Ferdinand became Holy Roman Emperor and the Bohemians defiantly 

declared their own king as Frederick V 

 What started as a protestant nobility revolt against the king, became an 

international war 

Danish Period 

 The people had fear of re-Catholicization, which is what Ferdinand II was planning  

1.King Christian IV, of Denmark, wanted to extend Danish influence over the towns of the 

north sea 

2.Picked up the Protestant banner of resistance, beginning the Danish period 

 Ferdinand issued the Edict of Restitution in 1629, reasserting the Catholic safeguards of the 

Peace of Augsburg 

1.Reaffirmed illegality of Calvinism 

Swedish Period 



 Gustavus Adolphus II of Sweden, became new leader of Protestant forces and opened the 

Swedish period of the war.  

1.Won a victory at Breitenfeld which reversed the course of the war in their favor 

 In the Peace of Prague in 1635, the German states had reached a compromise with Ferdinand 

1.France and Netherlands supported Sweden and refused to join the agreement 

Swedish-French Period 

 French openly entered the war in 1635, which caused the war to drag on for 13 more years 

 The Germans could not handle the force of French, Swedish, and Spanish armies and they 

suffered 

Treaty of Westphalia 

 Treaty in 1648 which ended all hostilities within the Holy Roman Empire 

 It revoked Ferdinand’s Edict of Restitution and put the settlement of the Peace of Augsburg 

back into place 

 Austria and 

Brandenburg-

Prussia were the only 

two German states 

to attain international 

significance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Scientific Revolution 

Copernicus rejects Earth-Centered Universe 

 In  his time, the standard explanation of the placement of the earth came from Ptolemy  

1.Over time writers developed alternate systems with the idea that the earth was the center of 

the universe 

2.This model gave rise to many problems such as the 

observed motions of the planets but accounted for the 

movement through epicycles 

 Copernicus’ On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres 

challenged the Ptolemaic system 

 He adopted many ideas from the Ptolemaic model but 

transferred them to a heliocentric, sun-centered, theory 

1.His was no more accurate than the other models, but 

the impact of his work came from providing another way to confront the difficulties in the 

Ptolemaic model  

Tycho Brahe and Johannes Kepler 

 Tycho Brahe did not embrace the sun-centered view and spent his life advocating the earth-

centered view 

1.Suggested that Mercury and Venus revolved around the sun but the moon, sun, and other 

planets revolved around the earth 

 When Brahe died, Johannes Kepler took over his work 

1.He was an advocate of the Copernican theory and used Brahe’s calculations to try and 

support the sun-centered theory  
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2.Put out a model that portrayed the planetary motion and the orbits which were elliptical and 

not circular 

Galileo Galilei  

 Using a telescope, Galileo discovered stars where none had been known to exist, mountains on 

the moon, spots moving across the sun, and moons orbiting Jupiter 

1.Found that these discoveries required a Copernican view of the universe 

2.He named the moons of Jupiter after the Medicis to win support for his work and theories 

 Because he supported the Copernican model he was condemned by the Roman Catholic church  

 

Isaac Newton 

 Published The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy in 1678 

1.Reasoned that planets and all other physical objects moved through 

mutual attraction, or gravity 

2.This explained why planets move in an orderly, rather than chaotic, 

fashion 

 He and Francis Bacon believed in empiricism- one must observe 

phenomena before attempting to explain them  

 Bacon attacked the belief that most truth had already been discovered and 

only required explanation 

 Rene Descartes concluded that human reason could fully comprehend 

the world 

 Descartes lost favor to scientific induction- scientists draw generalizations derived from and 

test hypotheses against empirical observations 

Thomas Hobbes and John Locke 

 Hobbes though that humans are self-centered creatures who lack a master 

1.Believed in an absolute authority 

 Locke rejected the thought of absolute government and the government should 

provide freedom and equality for everyone 

1.Rights of life, liberty, and property 

Women in the Scientific Revolution 



 Women from the artisan women and noblewomen were able to engage in scientific activity 

through their husbands or male relatives 

 Margaret Cavendish wrote Observations Upon Experimental Philosophy and Grounds of 

Natural Philosophy 

 Maria Cunitz published a book on astronomy  

 

 

 

 

 

Witch-Hunts 

 Witches were said to cause harm on their neighbors and attend meetings known as sabbats, to 

which they were believed to fly 

 Religious divisions and warfare brought about witch panics and some 

argue that the Reformation spurred the witch panics 

 “Cunning folk” were feared and respected 

1.They helped people cope with natural disasters and disabilities by 

magical means 

 In the late thirteenth century, the church declared its magic to be the only 

true magic 

 Magic powers could come from either God or the devil 

1.Those from God were properly exercised within the church  

2.Anyone who practiced outside and against the church did so on behalf 

of the devil 

Wh

Most people accused during witch hunts were single women most 

aged over forty- Widows, midwives, and women healers and herbalists 



o Were the Witches? 

 

 

End of the Witch-Hunts 

 A greater scientific point of view helped put an end to these witch-hunts 

1.With advances in medicine, rise of insurance companies, availability of lawyers, people 

gained security against the afflictions that drove the witch panics 

 The witch-hunts began to get out of hand and even threatened anarchy which was reason to end 

the hunts altogether 
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1700s 
 

 

 

 

Featuring… 

Partition of Poland 

Enlightenment 

Struggles 
-England vs France 

-Hapsburgs vs Hohenzollern 

American Revolution 

French Revolution 

 

 
Partition of Poland 

 First Partition 1772 



1.Frederick the Great (Prussia) proposed to Catherine the Great (Russia) and Joseph II 

(Austria) to give them something (Poland maybe?) that they wanted to stop conflict 

amongst the 3 

2.Terms 

-Russia gave up Danubian provinces for large portion of Poland 

-Prussia remained neutral and got territory between East Prussia and Prussia allowing 

him to unite previously separated sections 

-Austria took Galicia and other Polish territory 

3.Results 

-Polish aristocrats ratified partition even though lost 1/3 of Poland and paid to keep local 

sovereignty and not have a central government 

-inspired nationalism 

-***demonstrated any nation without strong monarchy, bureaucracy, and army couldn’t 

compete with European state system*** 

 Second Partition 1793 

1.Reason: East Europe feared French Revolution principles were establishing in Poland 

 -Polish Patriots issued a new constitution implementing reform, supported by Frederick 

William II (Prussia) and Catherine the Great (Russia) 

2.Conservative Poland nobles invited Russia to restore the old order 

3.Russia and Prussia both invaded defeating Poland 

4.Russia and Prussia had reached an agreement earlier to partition Poland again, abolishing 

the constitution and new government remained under Russian influence 

 Third Partition 1795 

1.Polish officers tried to unite with Russian army 

2.A rebellion very similar to the French Revolution spread across Poland causing Austria, 

Prussia, and Russia to send troops into Poland 

3.A year later powers partitioned the remaining Poland among the 3 of them 

 

 

Enlightenment 

 Made economic improvement and political reform desirable and possible 

 Chief factors that fostered Enlightenment ideas 

1.Newtonian world view 

2.Political stability and commercial prosperity in Great Britain after 1688 



Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nation promoted abolishing mercantilism in England, 

economic freedom, economic growth by individuals pursing selfish economic 

interests, and laissez-faire (limited role of government in economic life) 

3.Need for administrative and economic reform in France after Louis XIV 

4.Consolidation of print culture 

 Isaac Newton: natural world= a pattern of mathematical and mechanical rationality; verified 

this with empirical experiences 

 John Locke 

1.Essay Concerning Human Understanding: enter world with tabula rasa meaning blank page 

and environment/experiences shapes character 

2.Letter Concerning Toleration: noted few places but England granted 

religious toleration 

 Print Culture:  

1.literacy expanded; material and secular concern dominated over religious 

issues 

2.Coffeehouse became center for discussing political ideas and writing 

3.Public opinion effected political and social life…government couldn’t 

operate wholly in secret any more 

 Philosophes: writers who flourished in print culture and took lead in new attitudes favoring 

change, reform, and toleration 

1.Voltaire 

-Letters on the English: although French, praised England religious toleration and 

criticized abuses of French society 

-Treatise on Toleration: used Huguenot Jean Calas’s execution for murdering his son to 

stop him from converting to Roman Catholicism  

 David Hume’s Of Miracles argued there’s no empirical evidence 

supporting divine miracles 

 Deism: set of beliefs with rationality applied…God=divine watchmaker 

 Immanuel Kant’s Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone 

 Denis Diderot and Jean Le Rond d’Alembert published Encyclopedia 

 Physiocrats: believed government was responsible for protecting private 

property and encouraged consolidation of peasant lands and improved methods of 

agriculture 

 

 Montesquieu 



1.Spirit of Laws: praised English system of government (separation of powers) and best form 

of government being republic or monarchy depends on multiple things and 

explained influence of Islamic leaders preventing Ottoman Empire from 

adapting technological advances 

2.Women not inferior to men but man dominates marriage and family 

 Rousseau 

1.The Social Contract: society is more important than its individuals and 

can keep personal freedom while being loyal to larger community 

2.Emilie: men and women occupy separate spheres and women are 

subordinate to men 

 Mary-Therese Geoffrin hosted salons in her home for philosophes 

 Mary Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of Women 

 Art 

1.Rococo: lavish and lighthearted decoration 

2.Neoclassism: return to figurative and architectural models 

drawn from Renaissance and ancient world 

 Enlightened Absolutism: form of monarchical government where 

central absolutist administration was strengthened at the cost of 

less centers of political power (aristocracy, church, parliaments, 

etc.) 

1.Frederick the Great of Prussia 

2.Joseph II of Austria 

3. Catherine the Great of Russia 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Struggles 

 Hapsburgs vs Hohenzollern 



1.Austrian Hapsburg Charles VI left the Pragmatic Sanction to ensure that his daughter 

Maria Theresa would inherit the Holy Roman Empire throne but he left her without an 

army or treasury 

2.Prussian Hohenzollern Frederick the Great invaded Silesia starting the War of Austrian 

Succession 

-Maria Theresa preserved the Hapsburg Empire by promising the Hungarian Magyar 

nobility autonomy at the cost of her own power 

-war ended in a stalemate with Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle: Prussia kept Silesia 

3.Seven Years’ War: Frederick the Great re-opened hostilities by invading Hapsburg 

Saxony 

-Frederick with Britain’s financing and Russia’s alliance was able to “save” Prussia 

-Treaty of Hubertusburg: Prussia came out a great power and kept Silesia; no 

significant border changes were made 

 England vs France 

1.Trade 

-Both regarded India as a profitable marketplace for European goods, a place to get 

spices that were in great demand, and a way to jumpstart trade with China…as a result 

each developed private companies to trade with India 

-Their North America colonies constantly fought with each other for fishing rights, fur 

trade, and alliances with Native Americans 

-West Indies were “the heart of the colonial rivalry” because of its SUGAR crop 

-War of Jenkins Ear: Spanish started searching English vessels but once when a 

fight broke out, a Spaniard cut of Captain Robert Jenkins ear, which resulted in 

Britain going to war with Spain 

2.War of Spanish Succession: Charles II died leaving his inheritance his French grandson 

Philip, who became Philip V of Spain.  Not only had France basically just inherited the 

large American trade empire but Philip then laid claim to the England throne 



-ended with Treaty of Utrecht: Philip remained king of Spain and removed English 

claim and England received land in return 

3.War of Austrian Succession: their rivalry could have remained separate but France allied 

with Prussia and moved against Austria, which drew Britain into the war 

-Britain and France fought mostly in America, which was bad for France because it was 

fighting on 2 fronts 

-Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle: France lost struggle and Britain’s right to import slaves into 

Spanish colonies was renewed 

4.Seven Years’ War: Frederick the Great opened hostilities leading to France and Austria 

allying against Britain and Prussia 

-William Pitt the Elder was able to distract France in North America (French and 

Indian War) and give Frederick the Great money to keep fighting 

France in Europe 

-Treaty of Paris: Britain got Canada, Ohio River Valley, and all 

land East of Mississippi River 

5.France allies with America against Britain in the American 

Revolution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

American Revolution 



July 4, 1776: Continental Congress adopted the 

Declaration of Independence 

 Causes: Treaty of Paris, Great Britain needed money so passed taxes such as the Sugar Act and 

Stamp Act, and passed Quebec Act and Intolerable Acts 

 Boston Massacre: Great Britain troops kill citizens during protests…leads to Parliament 

repealing all taxes except one on tea 

 Battles of Lexington and Concord and American loss at Battle of                                       

Bunker Hill 

 Despite conciliation efforts of First and Second Continental 

Congress, King George III declared the colonies in rebellion 

 Thomas Paine’s pamphlet Common Sense shaped the public’s 

opinion to be in favor of separation of separation from Britain 

 France (after convincing from Benjamin Franklin) and Spain aided 

the U.S. against Britain 

 John Wilkes, radical journalist and member of Parliament, 

criticized the king’s policies; it took winning 4 elections for him 

to finally be allowed to sit in the House of Commons 

 War ended at Yorktown. Signed Treaty of Paris.  13 

colonies=free 

 Yorkshire Association Movement 

1.Started by Christopher Wyvil because of mismanagement of 

American war, high taxes, and Lord North’s ministry 

2.Collapsed but not before Parliament passed resolution for lessening of its own power 

 Despite war, George III still appointed allies as ministers, including William Pitt the Younger 

 Broad Impact of War 

1.U.S. demonstrated possibility of a government without kings 

2.US. Demonstrated natural law, not divine right or hereditary right, was the highest political 

authority 

 

 

 

French Revolution 



Tennis Court Oath: Louis XVI closes the 

doors on the National Assembly…National 

Assembly vows to write France a 

Constitution and renames itself the National 

Constituent Assembly (NCA) 

 

 Rene Maupeou was financial minister, appointed by Louis XVI, and his goal was to break the 

power of the parlements 

 Jacques Necker, financial minister, published a public report suggesting situation wasn’t as 

bad as everyone thought it was but it also revealed how a majority of money was used as 

pensions for aristocrats 

 Financial minister Charles Calonne wanted internal trade, lower some taxes (gabelle 

on salt), and add new land taxes.   Problem=Assembly of Notables said only Estates 

General could approve new taxes 

 Financial minister Archbishop Etienne Brienne intimidated the parlements and 

his policies organized opposition to the monarchy 

 “Money problems” and the need for taxes leads Louis XVI to call the Estates 

General 

 Cahiers de doleances (list of grievances) were presented to the Estates General 

1.Government waste 

2.Indirect taxes 

3.Church taxes and corruption 

4.Hunting rights of aristocracy 

 Clergy and nobles join the Third Estate and together declare themselves the National 

Assembly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Louis XVI gathered troops in Versailles and Paris with 

military intentions against National Assembly…bread 

riots and citizen militia lead by Marquis de Lafayette…the people march on Bastille 

 Great Fear: rumors of troops being sent into the countryside caused widespread panic 

 Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen: all MEN are born free and equal in rights 

1.Ratified by Louis XVI 

2.Olympe de Gouge’s Declaration of the Rights of Women 

 NCA confiscated Church land and sold it to finance France’s debt 



1792: The Convention declares France a REPUBLIC to be governed 

by an elected assembly without a monarch 

 

 Committee of Public Safety put in charge of carrying out the executive 

duties of the government giving them dictatorial power 

1. Lead by Maximilien de Robespierre the Reign of Terror began and 

was justified by saying it was for the public’s good 

-Law of 22 Prairal allowed suspects to be convicted without a 

hearing substantial evidence against them 

 

 Assignats: government bonds, value guaranteed by revenue 

generated from sale of church property…failed due to 

inflation 

 Civil Constitution of Clergy: brought the Church under state 

control embittering the relationship between the two 

 Émigrés: aristocrats who left France with hopes of starting a counterrevolution 

 Louis XVI and family fled to Varennnes as servants…didn’t escape 

 Emperor Leopold II of Austria and King Frederick William II of Prussia issued the 

Declaration of Pillnitz stating would intervene to protect the royal family and preserve 

monarchy 

 Jacobins emerged as a popular radical republican party looking for change 

 September Massacre: Paris Commune executed members of the city jail 

 Sans-culottes (group of Jacobins and people of Paris) wanted equality and a republic instead of 

a monarchy because believed the people should make governmental decisions 

 Louis XVI was put on trial for treason, found guilty, and executed 

 Edmund Burke’s Reflections on the Revolution in France condemned the reconstruction of 

the administration 

 

 Levee en masse was a military conscription on the entire male population for the wars against 

Austria, Prussia, Great Britain, Spain, Sardinia, and Holland 

 Thermidorian Reaction 

1.Machinery of terror=destroyed 

2.Established a new constitutional regime 

3.Sans-culottes leadership replaced by wealthy middle class and professional people 

 A new constitution was written establishing the executive body of the Directory, which in the 

end would fail to provide stability allowing Napoleon to seize power 

 

 



 
1800s 

 

 

Featuring… 

Napoleon 

Romanticism 

Revolutions of: 
-1820 

-1830 

-1848 

Sepoy Rebellion 

Taiping Rebellion 

 

 



Napoleon Bonaparte 

 French military leader 

1.rose through the ranks during the French Revolution  

-seized power in 1799 through a coup d’état and crowned 

himself Emperor of France in 1804 

2.invaded Egypt in 1799 in order to block British trade routes with 

India 

-biggest success came when one of Napoleon’s soldiers 

discovered the Rosetta Stone 

 Napoleonic Wars 

1.sold Louisiana to United States for $15 million so that he could 

focus on conquering Europe 

2.lost his entire fleet at Battle of Trafalgar to the British 

-humiliating defeat, but he kept going 

3.defeated Austrians and Russians at Battle of Austerlitz 

-Considered one of his greatest victories                                                                               

-Holy Roman Empire was dissolved                                                                                        

-Confederation of the Rhine was created  

4.Continental System 

-ports blocked to British traders and mercantilist                                                                             

-system created by Napoleon in effort to further alienate Britain economically 

5.Napoleonic Code 

-civil code that changed the French law system; continues to influence French law today 

 married Josephine de Beauharnais in 1796; marriage annulled in 1809 when she failed to have 

children 

1.married Marie Louise in 1810 (she was the daughter of the emperor of Austria) 

-in 1811, Napoleon François Joseph Charles Bonaparte was born; became known as 

Napoleon II and titled king of Rome 

 Napoleon’s Downfall 

1.1810: Russia withdraws from the Continental System 

2.1812: Napoleon invades Russia in the dead of winter 

- he loses 



-     of his army survives 

Russian campaign 

3.he tries to fight a multi-front 

war (DON’T DO IT!) 

-1813: Napoleon’s forces 

are defeated in the Battle 

of Leipzig by a coalition 

force that was represented 

by Austria, Prussia, Russia, 

and Sweden troops 

-1814: France sacked and captured 

- April 6, 1814: Napoleon abdicates the throne and is exiled to Elba with the Treaty 

of Fontainebleau 

4.Hundred Days Campaign 

-Napoleon returns from Elba on February 26, 1815 

-gets together a meager force to fight the same coalition force from before 

-his forces are annihilated at the Battle of Waterloo 

-he abdicates AGAIN on June 22, 1815 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Romanticism 

 originated in late 18
th

 century 

1.reaction against Industrial Revolution 

2.prevalent mostly in the arts, but had a lasting effect on politics (namely on the rise of 

nationalism seen in the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries) 

 fostered the belief that creations from the lowest of the low can be just as good, if not better, 

than the highborn 

1.national identities are born out of 

romanticism 

-individualism, or the idea that one 

values oneself, is also born 

-extreme emotions become valid 

responses to experience 

 famous romanticists 

1.Jean-Jacques Rousseau 

2.Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley 

3.Francisco Goya 

4.Eugène Delacroix 

5.Karl Wilhelm Friedrich von Schlegel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



19th Century Revolutions 

 1820 

1.Spain 

- Colonel Rafael del Riego and Spanish 

army march against monarchy, 

demanding liberal constitution 

- government agrees by secretly requests 

support through the Congress system 

- in the Congress of Vienna, it is agreed 

that France will send 100,000 troops 

- del Riego and his army are defeated and 

an absolute monarchy is reinstituted 

2.Portugal 

- military revolt in Porto spread peace throughout the rest of the country in 1820 

- royal court returns in 1821 

- constitution instituted and ratified in 1822 

3.Russia 

- Decembrists marched against Nicholas I taking the throne after Constantine’s death 

- Nicholas easily suppressed the revolutionaries 

4.Italy 

- revolts in Naples forced King Ferdinand to promise a constitutional monarchy 

- inspired Carbonari to revolt in northern Italy 

- Kingdom of Sardinia gains a constitutional monarchy, but is subsequently shut down 

by the Holy Alliance 

5.Ottoman Empire 

- the Greeks fought for independence from the Ottomans 

 1830 

1.France 

- Louis-Phillipe (House d’Orléans) crowned King after Charles X (House Bourbon) 

was overthrown 

- lasts until Revolution of 1848  

2.Belgium 

- response to July Revolution in France 

- Belgium becomes independent from United Kingdom of the Netherlands 

- King Leopold I is crowned 



- popular monarchy created 

- still in place today 

3.Switzerland 

- response to July Revolution in France 

- relatively peaceful 

- constitution amended and ratified by 1831 

 1848 

1.France 

- driven by national and republic ideals 

held by the general public 

- reaction against monarchy’s 

absolutist tendencies 

- the people wanted their rights, and 

were willing to fight for them 

- Louis-Phillipe is out, Louis-

Napoleon is in 

- creation of French Second Republic 

2.Hungary 

- closely “monitored” by Austrian government 

- wanted recognition and independence 

- unfortunately, Hungarian revolutionaries were suppressed by Austrian military 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sepoy Rebellion 

 began in 1857 as a mutiny against East India Company influence 

1.sparked when Hindu and Muslim soldiers were ordered to bite off the paper cartridges for 

their rifles, which were greased with beef and pork fat (HUGE ISSUE BECAUSE IT 

GOES AGAINST HINDUISM AND ISLAM) 

2.posed serious threat to the power of the East India Company 

 civilians ruled by East India Company felt traditions were being stepped on/overlooked by the 

Westerners 

1.it was obvious the EIC only cared about profit 

 led to dissolution of East India Company in 1858 

1.Britain forced to reorganize military, financial system, and administrative system 

2.India ruled exclusively by British Raj 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Taiping Rebellion 

 revolt against the Qing Dynasty  

1.the leader of the rebellion, Hong Xiuquan, claimed 

he was the younger brother of Jesus of Nazareth 

- desired to create new dynasty in China, named 

the Taiping Dynasty (Taiping translates to 

peace) 

2.supported by lower classes because of extreme and 

rampant poverty 

 in 1853, Xiuquan’s forces captured Nanjing and made 

it the capital of the Taiping Dynasty 

1.Western powers, like Britain, originally supported 

Xiuquan 

- realized the Qing Dynasty would collapse, 

taking its foreign trade with it 

- Britain and other Western powers sent troops to support the Qing Dynasty, effectively 

ending the revolt in 1858 

 an estimated 20 million people died, making it one of the deadliest military conflicts in modern 

history 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
1900s 

 

Featuring… 

Russia 
-1905 

-February Revolution 

-October Revolution 

Holocaust 

Feminism (post WWII) 

Decolonization 

Cold War 

Eastern Europe-1989 

Collapse of Yugoslavia 

Ethnic Cleansing 
 



Troops fired on the crowd killing 

hundreds and the event became 

known as Bloody Sunday 

 

Russia 

Revolution of 1905 

 Russia’s poor showing in the Russo-Japanese Was produced an economic crisis and 

breakdown of the nation’s infrastructure 

1.Strikes broke out in the major cities, university students rallied, and a group of protestors 

marched on the tsar’s Winter Palace to request change 

 

 

 

 

 

 Tsar Nicolas II issued the October Manifesto promising the creation of the Duma and more 

reforms 

1.Peasants were allowed to move to cities, property rights advanced, and provincial zemstvos 

(government councils) were strengthened  

February Revolution 

 By 1917, most Russians had lost faith in the leadership ability of the tsarist regime. 

Government corruption was rampant, the Russian economy remained backward and Tsar 

Nicholas II had repeatedly dissolved the Dumas 

 Demonstrators took to the streets of the Russian capital of Petrograd. Supported by 90,000 men 

and women on strike, the protesters clashed with police, refusing to leave the streets 

 Russian army at Petrograd unexpectedly switched their support to the demonstrators, and the 

imperial government was forced to resign and Tsar Nicolas was forced to abdicate his throne 

October Revolution 

 The October Revolution was led by Vladimir Lenin and marked the beginning of the spread 

of communism 

 On 7 November 1917, Bolshevik leader Vladimir Lenin led his leftist revolutionaries in a 

revolt against the ineffective Provisional Government 

 Liberal and monarchist forces, loosely organized into the White Army, immediately went to 

war against the Bolsheviks' Red Army, in a series of battles that would become known as the 

Russian Civil War 

 



Holocaust 

 Hitler considered Slavs subhuman creatures who can’t be treated as people and in Poland the 

upper class was entirely removed by jailing, deporting, or killing them 

 In Russia, Heinrich Himmler, head of Hitler’s SS, planned to eliminate 30 million Slavs to 

make room for Germans 

 Hitler wanted to make Europe Judenrein, or “free of Jews” 

1.The Nazis built extermination camps in Germany and Poland to kill millions of Jews 

2.Only about 1 million Jews were left alive after 

 There was a large Jewish community in Poland who lived in their own villages to avoid anti-

Semitism 

1.Polish Jews did not receive the benefits of Jewish emancipation that occurred in 

Western Europe 

2.  By 1940, Nazis decided to move as many Jews as possible into ghettos, to be kept 

separate from the rest of the Polish population 

3.Approximately 20 percent of the Jews in ghettos died from disease and 

malnourishment 

 Germany invaded the Soviet Union and killed hundreds of thousands of Jews living there 

 From 1941-1944 Nazis moved Jews from ghettos to death camps 

1.By 1945, 90 percent of the Jewish population had been destroyed 
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The age of a woman having children also rose to 

the late twenties in the west and early twenties in         

the east 

 

Feminism (Post WWII) 

 Most influential postwar work on women’s issues was Simone de Beauvoir’s 

The Second Sex 

1.Argued that European women experienced distinct social and economic 

disadvantages 

 Recent feminism differs from earlier feminism because it is less of a 

political movement and more of a social movement 

 Most important element is the emphasis on women controlling their own 

lives 

More Married Women in the Work Force 

 Both middle-class and working-class married women sought jobs outside the home 

 Most important difficulty women face in the workplace is the need to provide care for their 

children 

1.In the twentieth century, children were no longer to contribute substantially to family 

income 

2.Spend their time receiving education 

 Women sought work also to escape boredom and enjoy time with other adult workers 

Work Patterns 

 The work pattern for women changed from the nineteenth century to the twentieth century 

1.Single women enter after their schooling and continue to work after marriage 

2.May stop to care for young children, but return to work after children begin school 

 

 

Eastern Europe 

 Under communism, women enjoyed social equality as well as government-financed benefits 

 No significant women’s movements existed because communist governments regarded them 

with suspicion 

 With the new governments that are free of communism, there is little concern with women’s 

issues because of the economic difficulties 

 

 



Algerian Nationalists founded the National 

Liberation Front and soon a civil war broke out 

as the FLN undertook guerrilla warfare 

 

Decolonization 

 Direct result of both World War II and the rise of indigenous nationalist movements within 

Africa, Asia, and the Middle East 

 Dutch were forced from the East Indies, Belgium withdrew from the Congo, Portuguese 

Mozambique and Angola were liberated, the end of all white rule in Rhodesia and South Africa 

 Anticolonial movement carried out in India was led by Mohandas Gandhi 

1.Hindus created Indian National Congress and Muslims organized the Muslim             

league 

2.Gandhi inspired a movement of passive resistance to British rule in India 

3.When British left India, a partition of the country created the states of                             

India and Pakistan 

 As France extended its position in Algeria, Hundreds of thousands                                       

French people settled there 

1.Those who are born in Algeria but come from European decent are known as pieds noirs 

meaning black feet 

 

 

 

 

 General Charles De Gaulle reentered politics to gain control of the military and became 

President of France to do so 

 He undertook a retreat from Algeria which was not peaceful or easy to do  

 After gaining independence, the FLN took control of Algeria and  many of the 

pied noirs and Muslims living there fled to France 

 In its push for an empire, France occupied Indochina but by 1930, Ho Chi 

Minh turned a nationalist movement against French colonial rule 

1.September 1945, Ho Chi Minh declared Vietnam independence under the 

Viet Minh, coalition of communist nationalists 

2.By 1947 a civil war broke out in Vietnam 

 United States supported French financially but not militarily  

 Spring of 1954, French stronghold of Dien Bien Phu fell to Viet Minh forces 

 Vietnam was divided at the 17
th

 parallel 

1.Viet Minh in charge of the North  

2.French was in charge South of the 17
th

 parallel 
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Cold War 

 Truman Doctrine put into place to provide funds to support Greece and Turkey, which was 

under pressure of Soviet Union to give up control of the Dardenelles 

 Marshall Plan provided broad economic aid to European states as long 

as they work together for their mutual benefit 

1.Soviet Union and satellite states invited but refused to join 

 Soviets dismantled German industry in the eastern zone but Americans 

tried to make Germany self-sufficient in the western zone 

 Soviets sealed off Berlin closing off all railroads and highways that led 

from Berlin to West Germany 

1.Allies responded to Berlin Blockade by airlifting supplies into the 

city for almost a year 

 Between WWI and WWII, European Jews began migrating to British-

ruled Palestine 

1.The Yishuv was the Jewish community in Palestine that had their own political parties, 

labor unions, and educational system 

 The United Nations divided Palestine into two states, one Jewish and one Arab 

 May 1948 British officially withdrew from Palestine and Yishuv declared the Independence of 

a new Jewish state, Israel 

1.Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Egypt, and Iraq invaded 

2.Arab-Israeli conflict involved Europe because it was highly dependent of Arab oil  

 U.S allied with Israel and Soviet Union began to aid the Arab nations 

 Khrushchev performed a secret speech in which he denounced Stalin’s policies and wanted 

destalinization  

 In 1956, war broke out between Egypt and Israel, the French and British intervened but the U.S 

refused 

1.The Suez intervention proved that without the U.S, western Europe could no longer 

impose their will on the rest of the world 

 In October 1956, Polish Communist leaders refused to replace their Prime Minister with 

Moscow’s nominee and in the end the Communist leader of Poland became Gomulka, the 

choice of the Poles 

 Demonstrations of sympathy for the Poles in Budapest, Hungary led to street fighting 

1.New leader Imre Nagy called for the removal of Soviet troops and removal of the Warsaw 

Pact, which was unacceptable for the Soviet Union 



2.Soviet Union invaded and deposed Nagy replacing him with Janos Kadar 

 Throughout 1961, thousands of East Germans crossed the border into West Berlin so the Soviet 

Union created a concrete wall between East and West Berlin  

 During the Cuban missile crisis, the Soviet Union secretly began to place missiles in Cuba 

1.In response the President JFK blockaded Cuba, halted shipment of new missiles, and 

demanded the removal of existing missiles 

 In 1968, Czechoslovakia began to experiment with more liberal communism with more rights 

and freedoms 

1.Soviet Union sent troops to replace leader Dubcek with a communist leader more to their 

liking 

2.The Brezhnev Doctrine declared the right of the Soviet Union to interfere with the 

domestic policies of other communist countries 

 During Ford’s presidency, the U.S and the Soviet Union along with other European nations 

signed the Helsinki accords which recognized the Soviet sphere of influence in Eastern Europe, 

but also recognized the human rights of the signers’ citizens 

 By the 1980’s, the Soviet Union possessed the largest armed force in the world and matched 

the United States in nuclear devices 

 In response to the Invasion of Afghanistan, the U.S embargoed grain to the Soviet Union, 

boycotted the 1980 Olympics in Moscow, and sent aid to Afghan rebels  

 In September 1980, the Polish Communist Party was replaced and courts recognized Solidarity 

as an independent union 

1.Ended abruptly when Jaruzelski became head of the Polish Communist Party and the army 

imposed martial law 

 Gorbachev started the policy of perestroika which meant restructuring of the centralized 

economic ministries 

 With glasnost, openness, workers could criticize party officials and the economic plans of the 

party and government, censorship was relaxed, and free expression was encouraged 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hungarian government opened its border with Austria, which led thousands of 

East Germans through Hungary and Austria into West Germany 

 

 

Eastern Europe-1989 

Solidarity Reemerges in Poland 

 In 1988, new strikes broke out and the communist government could not impose control 

A. After consultations between the government and Solidarity, the union was legalized 

 When elections were held in 1989, the communists lost overwhelmingly to Solidarity 

candidates 

 First noncommunist leader appointed prime minister since 1945 

Toward Hungarian Independence 

 Stripped Janos Kadar of his position as president, renamed The 

Hungarian Communist Party to the Socialist Party and promised 

free elections by October 

German Reunification 

 Popular demonstrations erupted in East Germany and Gorbachev 

told the government that the Soviet Union would not use force on them 

1.The East German government resigned  

2.The opening of the Berlin Wall was ordered 

 Helmut Kohl, the chancellor of West Germany, became the leading force toward full 

unification 

Velvet Revolution in Czechoslovakia 

 Vaclav Havel, the popular ne Czech leader, led forces against the communist party 

 Havel’s group forced Gustav Husak, president, to resign and Havel became president 

Violent Revolution in Romania 

 Only revolution that involved significant violence 

1.Forces of President Nicolae Ceausescu fired on crowds that were protesting conditions in 

the government 

2.Ceausescu and his wife attempted to flee, but were captured, secretly tried, and shot on 

December 25 

 Gorbachev formally renounced the Brezhnev Doctrine 

 Peaceful withdrawal of Soviet troops from Eastern Europe 
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Collapse of Yugoslavia 

 Yugoslavia included many different national groups who had ethnic disputes for centuries 

 Tito had acted independently of Stalin in the late 1940s and pursued his own foreign policy 

1.After his death, economic difficulties undermined the authority of the central government, 

and Yugoslavia gradually erupted into civil war 

 Solbodan Milosevic in Serbia and Franjo Tudjman in Croatia gained authority 

1.Ethnic tension and violence resulted 

 Summer of 1990, Slovenia and Croatia declared independence from the central Yugoslav 

government 

1.Croatian Serbs demanded safeguards against discrimination and violence 

2.By 1991 full-fledged war erupted between the two republics 

 In 1992, Croatian and Serbian forces determined to divide Bosnia-Herzegovina 

 Civil war came to a head in 1995 when NATO forces carried out strategic air strikes 

1. Came to a peace agreement in Dayton, Ohio 

2. Recognized an independent Bosnia 

 At the end of the 90s, Serbian aggression against Albanians in Kosovo again drew NATO into 

Yugoslav affairs 

1.NATO carried out an air campaign and sent troops into Kosovo to safeguard the ethnic 

Albanians 

2.In 2000, a revolution overthrew Slobodan Milosevic 
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Ethnic Cleansing 

 The Serbs pursued the policy  called “ethnic cleansing”, a euphemism redolent of some of the 

worst horrors of World War II, killed or forcibly removed many Bosnian Muslims and 

Croatians 

 May 1992, two days after the United States and the European 

Community recognized Bosnia’s independence, Bosnian Serb 

forces with the backing of Milosevic and the Serb-dominated 

Yugoslav army launched their offensive with a bombardment 

of Bosnia’s capital, Sarajevo 

 The ethnic cleansing campaign included unlawful 

confinement, murder, torture, beating, robbery and inhumane 

treatment of civilians; the targeting of political leaders, intellectuals and professionals; the 

unlawful deportation and transfer of civilians 

 Serbian military deported Albanians from Kosovo, where Albanians made up the majority of 

population 

1.Similar to the tactics used in Bosnia 

 Slobodan Milosevic was Brought before the tribunal in 2002 on charges of genocide, crimes 

against humanity and war crimes  

 

 

 


